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We’ve Revolutionized the Ventilation Fan
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We didn’t just change one thing to make installations faster, we changed everything. From a unique 
telescoping mounting frame that installs room-side to an easy-to-insert blower and housing that 
snap into place, we designed the UltRa™ Series for fast, easy, universal application. 

no matter what’s behind the drywall on your next job, you’ll never have to do another difficult 
installation. UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans and Fan/lights are up to 60% faster in retrofits and 

a Revolution in Ventilation Fan technology—Engineered to Increase Your Profitability.

Introducing Ultra™ Series 
Ventilation Fans. 



a Revolution in Ventilation Fan technology—Engineered to Increase Your Profitability.
up to 20% faster in new construction. Because you don’t make money by wasting time.

and just as important, the UltRa™ Series meets all whole-house mechanical ventilation 
codes and green building program requirements. It’s a revolutionary way to install and 
a revolutionary way to profit.
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Introducing Ultra™ Series 
Ventilation Fans. 

UltraQUIck™    
PG. 6–7 

 

InStallatIon tEchnoloGY  

UltraSmaRt™  PG. 9 
contRol tEchnoloGY

UltraGREEn™  
PG. 8

 

Dc motoR tEchnoloGY

UltralUcEnt™  PG. 12 
lIGhtInG tEchnoloGY

UltraSEnSE™
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today’s homes are built tightly for energy efficiency. But 
what’s good for heating and air-conditioning bills means 
unwanted and unhealthy pollutants stay trapped inside 
unless they are mechanically vented away.

Excess humidity, for example, can cause damaging and 
unhealthy mold growth. other pollutants* include pollen 
and volatile organic compounds (Vocs) which off-gas  
from building materials or exist in products we use every 
day such as cosmetics and cleaning chemicals. 

Intermittent and continuous ventilation. 
Intermittent or “spot” ventilation focuses on removing 
contaminants from a specific area at a specific time,  
such as running a bath fan during a shower. continuous, 
whole-house ventilation is becoming increasingly popular 
and continually removes contaminants generated in our 
homes every day.

continuous ventilation—also known as whole-house 
ventilation—is being required to meet building codes  

such as california title 24, or green building standards 
such as lEED or EnERGY StaR® for homes. these  
types of programs reference the aShRaE 62.2 residential 
ventilation standard that details the amount of air in cubic 
feet per minute (cFm) needed for whole-house ventilation, 
based on square footage and the number of bedrooms in  
the home.

ULTRA™ Series Ventilation Fans. The solution for spot 
and continuous ventilation needs. 
our exclusive UltRa Smart™ control technology enables 
these fans to maintain their powerful operation even at 
high static pressures, and supply the required air 
movement levels for whole-house ventilation while 
meeting the spot ventilation needs of a bathroom. 
available in multi-speed versions, the continuous lower 
cFm levels of UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans can be 
adjusted to meet the specific needs of each home.

For even greater ease of use, models with UltRa Sense™ 
humidity or motion Sensing technology will automatically 

tight construction keeps the elements out—and airborne pollutants in.

Premium Ventilation helps Reduce airborne Pollutants

*Visit www.epa.gov for more information on pollutants.
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adjust to maximum cFm levels when the need  
is detected.

Since whole-house fans may run at all times, quiet 
operation is extremely important. the last thing 
that anybody wants is to be kept awake by a loud 
fan. the aShRaE 62.2 standard requires whole-
house fans to be rated at 1.0 sones or less. all 
UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans feature UltRa 
Silent™ Sound technology, greatly surpassing this 
requirement by measuring a barely audible  
0.3 sones or less.

choosing an EnERGY StaR® qualified fan is 
always a good idea, but it is even more important 
for whole-house fans that may run all the time. 
UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans with UltRa Green™ 
Dc motor technology meet EnERGY StaR®  
cFm-per-watt requirements and in some cases  
are nearly 10 times more efficient.

tight construction keeps the elements out—and airborne pollutants in.
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For more details see ASHRAE Standard 62.2-2010

All ULTRA™ Series 
Ventilation Fans 
are ENERGY STAR® 
qualified.

Use this simple formula or the chart  
above to calculate the required CFM  
for continuous ventilation.

CFM = .01 x floor area (in square feet) plus 
7.5 x (number of bedrooms + 1).
Example: A 3,000 square foot home with  
3 bedrooms would require 60 cfm:
.01 x 3,000 = 30
7.5 x (3+1) = 30 
Add together for a total of 60 CFM

*Visit www.epa.gov for more information on pollutants.

ASHRAE 62.2
Whole Building Ventilation Requirements
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UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans are built for installation, 
with features that adjust to worksite conditions. UltRa 
Quick™ Installation technology makes our fans up to 
60% faster to install in retrofit installations and up to 
20% faster in new construction.

Save time and increase 
profitability with the fastest, 
easiest, most universal 
installation.

UltraQUIck™  InStallatIon tEchnoloGY  

Pre-installed screws in the 
mounting frame allow for quick 
installation.

Inside or outside wiring capability provides 
flexibility for new construction or retrofit.

Vertical positioning tabs easily ensure 
the housing is in the right place. 

The fan housing securely snaps into 
place. You can hear—and feel—when 
it is properly seated. The easy-to-
position carriage enables housing 
location adjustment between joists 
to ensure desired ceiling placement. 
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UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans are engineered to 
be the fastest, easiest, most universal installation 
in remodel, retrofit and new construction. only the 
UltRa Quick™ Installation technology allows fan 
installation in any type of joist or truss system.  
now you know you can do the job quickly without 
concern for what you’ll find behind the drywall. 
and with no attic access required! UltRa™ Series 

Ventilation Fans have exclusive installation  
features such as a telescoping mounting frame with 
pre-installed screws, snap-in housing, snap-in blower 
and an inside-out mounting duct connector. Whether 
you remodel, retrofit or install in new construction, 
an UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fan will save time and 
increase your profitability.

Exclusive, expandable mounting 
frame design spans 14" to 24" 
on-center framing and fits any 
type of joist, I-Joist or truss 
construction.

For room-side installation, pull the duct 
through the opening, attach the duct to the 
connector, push the connector into place and 
fasten to the housing with only one screw.

For no-hassle installation, the blower 
simply snaps into the housing.
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Pet dander and dust 
mites contribute to 
poor indoor air quality.

Off-gassing from household 
materials introduces CO2, 
odors, formaldehyde, and 
other VOCs into the air. 

In the short span of an 
hour each day, steamy 
showers can produce 
mold and mildew-fostering 
water vapor.
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UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans—Your 24/7 
solution to Indoor air Quality problems.

UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans featuring UltRa 
Green™ Dc motor technology are a virtually silent 
continuous ventilation solution for aShRaE 62.2  
and programs such as lEED, EnERGY StaR® for 
homes and ca title 24. Because they are available 
in both single speed (X1) and multi-speed (X2) 
versions, you can choose the functionality you 
require for the job. 

multi-speed models will quietly solve not only your 
excess humidity and odor problems when called 
upon but can pull double-duty as a great  
continuous ventilation solution as well.

What’s more, our new Dc motor is the most efficient 
in our line. For instance, the 80 cFm fan models at 
5.8 watts are almost 10 times more efficient than 
EnERGY StaR® requirements. For a fan running 
continuously, this means an annual savings of over 
$50 compared to an EnERGY StaR® fan that just 
meets the minimum efficiency requirement*.  
So you won’t be hyperventilating over energy 
expenses either.

* Using U.S. Energy Information Administration 2010 residential 
average electricity price of $.116 per kWh (www.eia.gov)

UltraGREEn™ Dc motoR tEchnoloGY
the perfect solution to meet today’s  
continuous ventilation requirements.
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maintain cFm in nearly every installation.
today’s green building requirements demand 
specific ventilation performance, so it’s important 
that your ventilation fan delivers full-rated airflow. 
UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans with UltRa Smart™ 
control technology continually monitor their 
performance and adjust motor speed to ensure the 
air movement you expect is delivered in almost any 
type of installation. You may not always know the 
ducting situation but our UltRa Smart™ control 
technology will compensate for less-than-ideal 
circumstances.

like our X1 single speed versions, models featuring 
our X2 multi-speed control technology also take 
care of excess humidity and odors. however, when 
you also need to meet whole-house ventilation 
requirements, X2 models feature a continuous cFm 
adjustment dial that allows you to precisely set the 
airflow as low as 30 cFm to satisfy any inspector or 
rater. this capability also translates to happy 
homeowners as there is no costly over-ventilating  
or unhealthy under-ventilating. 

When the homeowner needs to leave the room and 
turns an X2 multi-speed fan back to the pre-set, 
lower continuous level, a timer dial controls how 
much longer it will run at maximum cFm to clear 
lingering humidity or odors. Both of these dials only 
need to be set once.

On multi-speed models, just 
below the easy-to-remove 
grille, there are dials to 
adjust continuous CFM levels 
and maximum CFM back to 
continuous CFM delay timing.

Most ventilation codes and green building programs require 
CFM ratings measured at 0.25" static pressure. ULTRA™ 
Series Ventilation Fans deliver 0.1" performance well beyond 
0.25". In the case of 80 CFM models, ULTRA™ maintains  
80 CFM almost to 0.4". 

UltraSmaRt™ contRol tEchnoloGY

Even if your attic ventilation 
looks like this, ULTRA 
Smart™ Control Technology 
virtually ensures the airflow 
performance you are expecting. 
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UltRa Sense™ h sensing fans detect the rapid rise 
in humidity at the ceiling level. this means that they 
will react to shower humidity much faster than 
other competitive fans or wall controls that wait for 
a relative humidity set-point to be reached. You can 
enjoy a humidity-free, comfortable environment 
much more quickly when taking a shower or bath. 

multi-speed models turn the fan speed up from the 
lower continuous cFm level. Single-speed models 
turn the fan on automatically. as humidity 
decreases the sensor initiates the shut-down timer 
(can be set from five to 60 minutes) and returns 
multi-speed fans to continuous ventilation levels, 
and switches single-speed models off.

the fan that remembers to turn itself up or on even when you forget. 
UltraSEnSE™ h HuMidity SEnSing tECHnology
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UltRa Sense™ m fans with multi-speed capability 
automatically turn the fan up to maximum speed 
from the lower continuous setting when motion is 
detected which is ideal for family members who 
forget to turn the fan on. 

Fresh, comfortable air—not to mention a mold-free 
environment—becomes a constant companion 

without having to think about it. after motion is no 
longer present, the user-set delay timer (five to 60 
minutes) will automatically turn the fan back down to 
ensure that humidity and odor have been fully 
cleared while saving energy. once it’s set, forget 
about it.

the hands-free solution for maximum convenience.
UltraSEnSE™ m Motion SEnSing tECHnology
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Fan/lights of the past don’t hold a candle to 
UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans with UltRa lucent™ 
lighting technology. the design of our light lens 
distributes illumination evenly while using less 
wattage. In fact, our 36 watt fan/lights deliver  
the brightness (measured in lumens) of models 
previously requiring 60 watts of cFl output. 

look at most fan/lights, they have dull, dingy 
lenses and you can see the hot spot created by 
the light bulb. that spot means more light here, 
and less light there. UltRa lucent™ lighting 
technology ensures even lighting, maximizing  
the lumen output per watt of the bulb.

Better lighting while using less energy.
UltralUcEnt™ lIGhtInG tEchnoloGY

ULTRA Lucent™ Lighting Technology 
produces brighter, more efficient and more 
broadly spread lighting throughout the 
room with minimized bulb hot spots.



UltraSIlEnt™ SoUnD tEchnoloGY
no ventilation fan is quieter.
We pioneered nearly silent bath fan technology 
with the Qt Series. now we’ve taken it to the 
extreme with UltRa™ Series Ventilation Fans 
featuring UltRa Silent™ Sound technology that 
are hVI certified at <0.3 Sones; the quietest sound 
rating obtainable. 

In the UltRa™ Series, sound takes another 
sabbatical with a quiet, dynamically balanced Dc 
motor mounted behind the wheel, a state-of-the-art 
blower design that reduces turbulence, and a free-
flowing 6" duct outlet opening that won’t inhibit 
airflow and thus create unnecessary noise.
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Service the damper without disturbing the drywall. 
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Unlike most other radiation 
dampers, our exclusive design 
places the damper inside a frame  
so you do not need to disturb the 
drywall if you ever need to remove 
the damper to service or upgrade 
the motor assembly. 

most codes require fire-rated 
ceilings in multi-story buildings, and 
exhaust fans that are protected by 
dampers, to protect against the 
spread of heat and flame. Premium 
radiation dampers help protect the 
fan opening in 1-, 2-, or 3-hour 
fire-rated, floor-ceiling and  
roof-ceiling designs.

Fits NuTone ULTRA™ Series Fans:
•	Zn110, Zn80, Xn110, Xn80 & Xn50

Certifications:
•	Ul classified (Ul standard 

555c) for use in 1-, 2-,  
or 3-hour fire-rated,  
floor-ceiling and  
roof-ceiling designs.

•	Warnock hersey listing 
enables use in combustible 
ceilings with ducted fans.

Premium Radiation 
Damper kit: RDF1
When the air temperature 
passing through the damper 
exceeds 165°F the fusible link 
melts, triggering the thermal 
fabric to automatically close 
across the damper. airflow is 
interrupted by a flame and heat 
barrier, preventing the rapid 
spread of fire to other areas.

Features:
•	Galvanized steel frame
•	high temperature, non-

asbestos, reinforced fiber 
thermal fabric

•	Stainless steel closure springs
•	165°F fusible link
•	Use the same grille provided 

with the UltRa™ Series fan

Kit Includes:
•	Radiation damper
•	Frame
•	Screws for mounting frame  

to fan housing
•	Plaster guard
•	Installation guide

Premium Radiation Damper 

Unlike most radiation dampers, 
ours features an exclusive design 
that sits inside the frame, so you 
do not need to disturb the drywall 
if you ever need to remove the 
damper to service or upgrade  
the motor assembly.
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Ultra™ Series Fans and Fan/lights

50 and 80 CFM Models  
include a 6" to 4" duct reducer

50 and 80 CFM Models  
include a 6" to 4" duct reducer

ULTRA™ Series Fans
Model XN50, XN80, XN110, ZN80, ZN110

Model XN110H, ZN110H

Model ZN80M, ZN110M

Model XN110HL, ZN110HL

Model ZN80ML, ZN110ML

Model XN50L, XN80L, XN110L, ZN80L, ZN110L

ULTRASEnSE™ H Fans

ULTRASEnSE™ M Fans

ULTRA™ Series Fan/Lights

ULTRASEnSE™ H Fan/Lights

ULTRASEnSE™ M Fan/Lights
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From sound levels of <0.3 sones—the lowest rating achievable—to miserly wattage levels and incredible 
power under static pressure, UltRa™ Series delivers performance for today’s demanding requirements.

1 Fluorescent color temperature: 3500K
2total connected load

PATENTS PENDING

Ultra™ Series Specifications

Model Duct Size CFM

Constant 
CFM 

Range Sones Light1/ Night Light Sensing
ENERgy 

StaR®

Housing 
Dimensions (in)

grille 
Dimensions (in) grille 

Finish amps2
UL tub/
ShowerW L H L W

Single-Speed Fans

XN50 6"
6" to 4" reducer

50
50

<0.3
<0.3 Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13 14 White 

Polymeric 0.1 Yes

XN80 6"
6" to 4" reducer

80
80

<0.3
0.3 Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13 14 White 

Polymeric 0.1 Yes

XN110 6" 110 <0.3 Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13 14 White 
Polymeric 0.2 Yes

XN110H 6" 110 <0.3 Humidity Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13-1/8 14 White 
Polymeric 0.3 Yes

Single-Speed Fan/Lights

XN50L 6"
6" to 4" reducer

50
50

<0.3
<0.3 2-18W GU24 / 4W Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13 13-3/4 White 

Polymeric 0.7 Yes

XN80L 6"
6" to 4" reducer

80
80

<0.3
0.3 2-18W GU24 / 4W Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13 13-3/4 White 

Polymeric 0.7 Yes

XN110L 6" 110 <0.3 2-18W GU24 / 4W Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13 13-3/4 White 
Polymeric 0.9 Yes

XN110HL 6" 110 <0.3 2-18W GU24 / 4W Humidity Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13-1/8 14 White 
Polymeric 1.0 Yes

Multi-Speed Fans

ZN80 6"
6" to 4" reducer

80
80

30–80
30–80

<0.3
0.3 Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13 14 White 

Polymeric 0.1 Yes

ZN80M 6"
6" to 4" reducer

80
80

30–80
30–80

<0.3
0.3 Motion Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13-1/8 14 White 

Polymeric 0.1 Yes

ZN110 6" 110 30–110 <0.3 Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13 14 White 
Polymeric 0.2 Yes

ZN110H 6" 110 30–110 <0.3 Humidity Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13-1/8 14 White 
Polymeric 0.3 Yes

ZN110M 6" 110 30–110 <0.3 Motion Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13-1/8 14 White 
Polymeric 0.3 Yes

Multi-Speed Fan/Lights

ZN80L 6"
6" to 4" reducer

80
80

30–80
30–80

<0.3
0.3 2-18W GU24 / 4W Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13 13-3/4 White 

Polymeric 0.8 Yes

ZN80ML 6"
6" to 4" reducer

80
80

30–80
30–80

<0.3
0.3 2-18W GU24 / 4W Motion Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13-1/8 14 White 

Polymeric 0.9 Yes

ZN110L 6" 110 30–110 <0.3 2-18W GU24 / 4W Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13 13-3/4 White 
Polymeric 0.9 Yes

ZN110HL 6" 110 30–110 <0.3 2-18W GU24 / 4W Humidity Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13-1/8 14 White 
Polymeric 1.0 Yes

ZN110ML 6" 110 30–110 <0.3 2-18W GU24 / 4W Motion Yes 11-3/8 10-1/2 7-5/8 13-1/8 14 White 
Polymeric 1.0 Yes



 

* Power (watts) shown on multi-speed models are for non-sensing models. Add 0.6 watts for sensing models and adjust efficacy (CFM/watt) accordingly.
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Ultra™ Series Performance Data

6" Duct 4" Duct
0.1 Ps—Static Pressure (in H2O) 0.25 Ps 0.1 Ps—Static Pressure (in H2O) 0.25 Ps

Model Airflow  
(CFM)

Sound  
(Sones)

Power*  
(Watts)

Efficacy*  
(CFM/Watt)

Airflow  
(CFM)

Airflow  
(CFM)

Sound  
(Sones)

Power*  
(Watts)

Efficacy*  
(CFM/Watt)

Airflow  
(CFM)

Single-Speed Fans

XN50 50 <0.3 4.9 11.8 49 50 <0.3 5.1 9.8 50

XN80 80 <0.3 5.8 13.7 79 80 0.3 7.6 10.5 80

XN110 110 <0.3 7.7 14.2 110 — — — — —

XN110H 110 <0.3 8.3 13.3 110 — — — — —

Single-Speed Fan/Lights

XN50L 50 <0.3 4.9 11.8 48 50 <0.3 5.3 9.4 50

XN80L 80 <0.3 6.0 13.3 80 80 0.3 7.3 10.9 80

XN110L 110 <0.3 8.7 12.6 110 — — — — —

XN110HL 110 <0.3 9.3 11.8 110 — — — — —

Multi-Speed Fans

Airflow Rate  
Setting (CFM)

ZN80
ZN80M*

80 80 <0.3 5.8 13.7 79 80 0.3 7.6 10.5 80

70 70 <0.3 5.1 13.7 71 70 <0.3 6.5 10.7 70

60 60 <0.3 4.4 13.6 61 60 <0.3 5.5 10.9 60

50 50 <0.3 4.0 12.7 49 50 <0.3 5.1 10.3 47

40 40 <0.3 3.7 12.1 36 40 <0.3 4.3 10.9 34

30 30 <0.3 3.4 11.4 23 30 <0.3 3.9 10.2 22

ZN110
ZN110H*
ZN110M*

110 110 <0.3 7.7 14.2 110 — — — — —

100 100 <0.3 7.0 14.2 100 — — — — —

90 90 <0.3 6.4 14.0 90 — — — — —

80 80 <0.3 5.8 13.7 80 — — — — —

70 70 <0.3 5.1 13.7 70 — — — — —

60 60 <0.3 4.6 13.0 60 — — — — —

50 50 <0.3 4.1 12.1 50 — — — — —

40 40 <0.3 3.7 10.8 40 — — — — —

30 30 <0.3 3.3 9.0 30 — — — — —

Multi-Speed Fan/Lights

Airflow Rate  
Setting (CFM)

ZN80L
ZN80ML*

80 80 <0.3 6.0 13.3 80 80 0.3 7.3 10.9 80

70 70 <0.3 5.6 12.5 71 70 <0.3 6.7 10.4 71

60 60 <0.3 4.7 12.7 63 60 <0.3 5.7 10.5 61

50 50 <0.3 4.2 11.9 54 50 <0.3 4.7 10.6 51

40 40 <0.3 3.4 12.3 39 40 <0.3 3.9 10.7 38

30 30 <0.3 3.4 10.0 26 30 <0.3 3.4 10.5 25

ZN110L
ZN110HL*
ZN110ML*

110 110 <0.3 8.7 12.6 110 — — — — —

100 100 <0.3 7.3 13.6 100 — — — — —

90 90 <0.3 6.5 13.8 90 — — — — —

80 80 <0.3 6.0 13.3 80 — — — — —

70 70 <0.3 5.2 13.4 70 — — — — —

60 60 <0.3 4.6 13.0 60 — — — — —

50 50 <0.3 4.1 12.1 50 — — — — —

40 40 <0.3 3.6 11.1 40 — — — — —

30 30 <0.3 3.3 9.0 30 — — — — —
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Ultra™ Series Performance Data
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*See specification sheets for 6" curves.
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Precise airflow rate 
adjustability allows fan to 
produce any CFM shown
within this shaded area.
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adjustability allows fan to 
produce any CFM shown
within this shaded area.
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